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SIZING UP YOUR FINANCIAL SITUATION
Sometimes unforeseen events in life challenge us.
They may include unemployment, downsizing, a
disability, natural disasters, divorce, or widowhood.
Regardless of the reason, you need to take charge
during these challenging times. When faced with
reduced income or increased expenses, you need to
develop a spending plan to help pay your bills. If
your income will be affected for more than a month,
you will need to adjust your spending habits to
maintain control of family finances over an
extended period.

Fewer families report increasing their income or
using more credit to manage finances. Borrowing or
using credit to pay bills often brings only temporary
relief. For those families who did increase their use
of credit, the more they borrowed, the more
unhappy they were with their financial situation.
Studies have also found that families who quickly
made changes in their spending habits were the most
satisfied with how they were managing. Families who
did not make changes felt more out of control and
more dissatisfied.

Many people try to hide financial problems from
themselves or family members. Not facing your
problems can be very destructive because the worry
and stress caused by financial uncertainty and lack
of cash may be worse than the financial problem
itself. It is important to look realistically at your
situation and actively seek solutions to your
problems, despite the discomfort.

Increasing Income
While you were employed, your employer was
probably contributing to the unemployment
compensation program on your behalf. If there is a
chance you are eligible for unemployment
compensation, go to your nearest South Carolina
Department of Employment Security (Job Service)
office. You will need to be able to list all the
employers you have worked for during the last 18
months. You will also need to take your social
security card.

Because spending decisions affect the whole family,
talk with your family about the situation. Let them
know the family needs to change its spending plan.
Involve everyone when setting spending priorities.
If family members understand the tough choices
that must be made and have a voice in the process,
they will be more willing to accept the decisions.

At the claims counter, you will receive help on how
to file an initial claim. Expect to wait at least three
weeks before receiving your first check. The
payments are calculated from the first day you file,
so filing promptly is to your advantage. However,
there is a mandated waiting period of one week for
first-time claims.

As your family talks about what is most important,
be sure to listen to what they say. Supporting each
other can help you pull together as a family and get
through these tough times.

You may be eligible for public assistance under the
following circumstances:

How Other Families Handle Reduced Income
Studies show families respond to reduced income
by cutting their spending. Spending for
nonessentials such as vacations, eating out, and
home furnishings are eliminated or reduced first. As
the reduced income continues, many families also
report reduced spending for basic needs including
food, shelter, transportation, and medical care.
Families also say they revise their budgets. Most
make a new spending plan that includes a revised
plan for getting the bills paid.
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•

There is a delay between when you apply and
the time your unemployment checks begin
arriving.

•

You are ineligible for unemployment benefits.

•

Your benefits have run out.

Employment Training. Learning new marketable
skills may be your answer for increased income.
Courses are available through local technical
colleges and other state and local institutions.

Veteran’s Benefits. Veterans of U.S. military service
and their dependents may be entitled to a variety of
benefits from the federal government and the state
of South Carolina including:

Displaced homemaker programs are designed to
prepare former full-time homemakers for
employment. Local technical colleges have more
information on these programs. Some assistance for
child care and transportation costs may also be
available.

•

monthly pensions to surviving spouses and to
dependent children of veterans who have died

•

monthly payments and/or tuition and books
while attending school, receiving training, or
completing apprenticeships

The federal government provides grants, work
opportunities, and low-interest loans to many
students for education or training. The state also
provides some financial assistance to eligible
students. The financial aid office at each school or
college can give you more information.

•

veteran’s points added to examination scores
when applying to enter state service and various
special employment

Making a Spending Plan
A spending plan is always an effective tool to help
you get the most for your money. It is even more
important when you have a sudden change in your
income. A spending plan helps you:

If health problems or a disability has led to your
present situation, the South Carolina Vocational
Rehabilitation Department (VR) may offer
retraining and help in searching for new
employment. You are eligible for vocational
rehabilitation services if you have an impairment
(physical, emotional, or mental disability) that is a
substantial handicap to employment and if VR
determines its services can help.

•
•
•
•

make decisions about how to spend your money
provide for needs before wants
match your spending to your current income
prevent family arguments over money

Worksheet 1 “Monthly Spending Plan,” on page 5
can help you set up a spending plan for your current
income. By comparing your income and planned
expenses before and after your current situation,
you can see what changes are needed.

Job Training and Partnership Act (JTPA). If you
need help finding a job or getting training or work
experience, the JTPA job training program may be
able to help you. The Job Training and Partnership
Act provides employment training services to
people who receive Family Independence benefits,
to youth between the ages of 16 and 21, to other
unemployed low-income persons, and to dislocated
workers (persons laid off because of plant closings
or their jobs are eliminated).

Step 1 - Your Income
Add up your current total family income from all
sources. Include income from other family members
if it is used for family expenses. Use the take-home
amount, or what you actually have to spend after
deductions.

On-the-job training, youth employment and training
programs, vocational and other skills training, and
job search skills training may all be available
through JTPA. The Employment Security office or
Department of Social Services can provide more
information.

Do you receive income from any of these sources?
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Earnings from employed family members
Unemployment compensation
Withdrawal from savings
Tips or commissions
Interest or dividends
Social Security

•
•
•

Child support or alimony
Public assistance
Veteran’s benefits

As you think about what you were spending and try
to plan how much you can now spend, ask these
questions:

On the spending plan worksheet, list your income
before it was reduced and the adjusted amount.

• Which expenses are essential to the family’s
well-being?

Step 2 - Your Monthly Expenses
If you had a spending plan before your income was
reduced, you probably know how much you were
spending for monthly expenses. If not, use old
records, canceled checks, bills, and receipts to
figure out how much you spent on the following
categories.

• Which expenses have the highest priority? The
section “Deciding Which Bills to Pay First” on
page 20 can help you determine this.
• Which areas can be reduced to keep family
spending within its income?
• How much can you afford to spend in each
category?

Housing - mortgage or rent payments, property
taxes, insurance
Utilities - electricity, gas, oil, phone, water, sewer,
garbage, cable television
Food - groceries, eating out, school lunches
Transportation - gas, car repairs and maintenance,
license, tags, parking, bus, taxi fares
Medical Care - doctor, dentist, clinic, hospital,
medicine, glasses
Loans - car payments, installment and education
loans, credit cards, charge accounts
Insurance - health, life, liability, car, disability
Household Operations and Maintenance Repairs cleaning and laundry supplies, paper supplies,
towels, equipment
Clothing and Personal Care - new clothing
purchases, dry cleaning, hair care, cosmetics,
toiletries
Education and Recreation - books, subscriptions,
magazines, newspapers, lessons, tuition, hobbies,
club dues, sports, pet expenses, entertainment,
vacation, alcohol, tobacco
Miscellaneous - child care, gifts, contributions,
personal allowances, child support

Adjust the amounts you will spend in each expense
category and enter the new amount in the column
labeled “adjusted amount” on the spending plan
worksheet.
Step 3 - Balance Income and Expenses
Add up your adjusted expenses and compare the
total to your current income. When your income is
reduced, it may be difficult to stay within your
income. What can you do if your expenses are
greater than your income?
• Cut spending. See “Controlling Spending” on
page 12 for suggestions.
• Increase your income. What are the possibilities
for part-time or temporary work for you or other
family members to help supplement family
income?
• Look at your other assets. What savings,
investments, or property do you have that
could be used or converted to cash to meet
expenses? See “Making the Most of What You
Have” on page 7. Keep in mind that borrowing
and using savings may be only temporary
solutions.
• Reduce your fixed expenses. If too much of your
income is going to fixed expenses such as
housing or debt payments, there may not be
enough money left to cover your other living
expenses. You may need to refinance your loans,
move to lower-cost housing, or surrender the
property to your creditor to get out from under

Remember, not all of your expenses are monthly.
Property taxes, insurance premiums, tuition, and
holiday gifts may come once or twice a year. It is
easy to forget about them and then not have the
money to pay for them. Worksheet 2 “Occasional
and Seasonal Expenses,” on page 6 can help you to
identify and anticipate these expenses. You will
need to set aside some money in your monthly
spending plan to meet these occasional costs.
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some of your debt. See “Deciding Which Bills
to Pay First” on page 20 and “Keeping a Roof
Overhead” on page 26.

When you receive income, deposit a major portion
of it in a special savings or money market account
where it will earn interest but still be readily
available. Then, each month pay yourself by
withdrawing the amount of your family living
allowance and putting it into your checking account
to pay your bills.

Making Your Spending Plan Work
Once you have a spending plan that sets spending
amounts for essential family needs and balances
your spending within your income, you have to
stick to it. Writing it down is not enough. You must
use the plan to guide your spending.

Use HM 524 “Family Spending Records,” available
at your local Extension office, to keep track of your
spending so you stay within your family living
allowance. Avoid the temptation to spend more
money in the months when your income is greater.
As a family on a seasonal or irregular income, you
may want to schedule some major expenses such as
insurance premiums, clothing purchases, and nonemergency medical and dental care to coincide with
times when you anticipate more income.

Keep a record of what you spend in each expense
category to be sure you do not exceed the amount
on your spending plan. Ask your local Extension
office for a copy of HM 544 “Family Dollar
Watch.” It can help you keep track of your
expenditures. By keeping track of what you have
spent, it is easier to control your spending and live
within your income.

Summary
Living on a reduced income may be temporary or
prolonged. Getting the most from family income
during this time requires careful planning and wise
spending decisions.

Managing on a Seasonal or Irregular Income
If you are self-employed, seasonally employed, or
receive income from tips or commissions, your
family income may change a lot from month to
month. In that case, look ahead and carefully
estimate your income. It may be helpful to estimate
your income for a whole year so you can see when
and how much it changes.

A spending plan based on what you and your family
consider to be most important can help you balance
your spending with your available income and
resources. Keeping track of your spending will help
ensure that you have the money for the things your
family needs most.

Even though your income may change from one
month to the next, many of your living expenses are
the same each month. This mismatch of income and
expenses creates uncertainty that can cause feelings
of insecurity and increase family tension.
Reduce this uncertainty by establishing a monthly
family living allowance. Use expenses you
identified as part of your spending plan to determine
your monthly living allowance, or what it costs your
family to live each month.
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Worksheet 1 - Monthly Spending Plan
Month_______________ 19_____
Before income
was reduced
Step 1 - Your Income (Take-home pay*)
Salary, wages
Unemployment compensation
Other
A. Total Monthly Income
Step 2 - Monthly Expenses
Housing - mortgage or rent payment
Utilities - electric, gas, phone, etc
Food - at home and away
Transportation - gas, car repairs
Medical care - doctor, dentist, hospital
Credit payments - loans, credit cards
Insurance - life, health, car, liability, disability
Household operations and maintenance - repairs
Cleaning, laundry supplies, etc.
Clothing and personal care - clothes, laundry,
toiletries, etc.
Education and recreation
Miscellaneous - child care, gifts, allowances
Savings and/or funds set aside for seasonal
and occasional expenses
B. Total Monthly Expenses

Adjusted
amount

$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________

$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________

$ ___________

$ ___________

$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________

$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________

$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________

$ ___________
$ ___________
$ ___________

$ ___________

$ ___________

$ ___________

$ ___________

Step 3 - Balance Income and Expenses
Total Adjusted Monthly Income (A) $ ___________ = $ ___________ Total Adjusted Monthly Expenses (B)

If your Total Adjusted Monthly Income (A) does not equal your Total Adjusted Monthly Expenses (B),
where will you get the additional money necessary to balance your budget? If you do not have a plan to
increase your income, you need to reduce your expenses to match your income.
*

Because most bills are monthly, it is easiest to look at income and expenses on a monthly basis.
Multiply weekly income by 4.33 and bi-weekly income by 2.17 to convert them to monthly amounts.
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Worksheet 2 - Occasional and Seasonal Expenses
Some big expenses like property taxes and insurance premiums come due only once or twice a year. Others
are seasonal, such as school clothes in the fall and holiday gifts in December. Use this chart to help you
estimate these expenses and include them in your spending plan.

YEAR ____

ITEM

DEPOSIT
IN
RESERVE
SAVINGS
FUND

AMOUNT

MONTH
___________

PAID
FROM
RESERVE
SAVINGS
FUND

+
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
TOTAL

*

* Total large irregular expenses for one year = $ __________ ÷ 12 = $___________
This is the amount to be deposited in reserve fund each month.
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RESERVE
SAVINGS
FUND
BALANCE

=

MAKING THE MOST OF WHAT YOU HAVE
When your family income drops suddenly or
expenses unexpectedly increase, your first concern
may be how to pay your bills and meet your day-today expenses. It is also important to look at your
total financial picture and determine which assets
you might use to meet family obligations.

Calculating Your Assets
• Write down the current amount of cash on
hand. Use the most recent statements for
checking, savings, money market account
balances, and current certificate values.
•

If you have government savings bonds, call a
bank to find out the current value.

•

Find out the cash surrender value of your whole
life insurance policies by checking your policy
or calling your agent.

•

Use Worksheet 3, “Net Worth Statement,” on page 9
to determine your net worth. The asset column is
divided into the following groups:

If you own stocks, bonds, or mutual funds,
check a newspaper that publishes the stock
market information daily. They are available in
most libraries.

•

Liquid Assets - Cash or items owned that can be
easily converted to cash. Keep in mind that cashing
in certificates of deposit (CDs) before they mature
may result in an interest penalty.

Use the current value of your house or other
real estate - not what you paid for it. Your local
tax assessment official can tell you its full
assessed value.

•

Marketable Assets - Financial assets that can be
cashed in or sold for their current market value.
Prices will fluctuate with market conditions.

Check a used vehicle guide (Blue Book)
through your local library, insurance agent, or
banker for the value of your car(s) and truck(s).

•

To find out the value of your boat, camper, or
any other recreational vehicle, talk to a dealer
who sells used recreational vehicles.

•

Make a conservative estimate of the value of
household items and personal property, recording what you could get if you sold everything
today.

•

List the current value of your pension, IRAs, or
other retirement plans, using the amount you
would get if you were to cash them in today.

•

Do not forget to add money others may owe you
if you realistically expect to collect it.

Determining Your Net Worth
A net worth statement is a financial balance sheet. It
is a calculation of your assets (what you own)
minus your liabilities (what you owe). Preparing a
net worth statement will help you get a clearer
understanding of your financial resources and it will
be useful in making decisions about how best to
manage them.

Other Personal Assets - Real estate and personal
property that can be sold, but usually not as quickly
as the assets above. Assets such as vehicles,
furniture, and appliances usually depreciate in
value; so they are worth less now than when you
purchased them, even if they are still in good
condition.
Non-Marketable Assets - Assets that cannot be sold
or are more difficult to turn into cash. Withdrawing
money from your retirement plan, pension, or
Individual Retirement Account (IRA) before age
59-1/2 usually involves a substantial penalty.
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Calculating Your Liabilities:
• The balance of the mortgage loan on your
house may be on your monthly statement. If
not, ask the lender for the outstanding balance.
•

•

Record the balance due on all credit cards,
charge accounts, installment accounts, and
other loans. Be sure to list the total balance
due, not just the monthly payment.
List any current unpaid bills, including what
you owe the dentist, this month’s utilities,
telephone charges, etc.

After you have totaled both your assets and your
liabilities, you are ready to subtract total liabilities
from total assets. The amount left is your net worth.
Questions to Ask Yourself
Take a good look at what you have written down
and answer the following questions:
•

•

What marketable assets could be sold or converted to cash to help pay current bills?

•

How much equity do you have in your house?
To calculate this, take your home’s current
market value and subtract the balance owed on
your mortgage.

•

Do you have any vehicles or other personal
property that could be sold?

•

Do you have cash value life insurance against
which you could borrow?

•

What financial assets do you have that you are
not using?

•

Are your assets greater than your liabilities?

•

Is there a way to lower your interest payments
by paying off any of your debts? Can you
refinance any of your loans to lower the
monthly payments?

•

Are there any items you recently purchased on
credit that could be surrendered or given back
to the creditor to get out from under a debt?

Are you able to meet your current monthly bills
and expenses on your reduced income?

•

Are you behind in any of your payments?

•

Where are most of your assets? Are they mostly
in one item, your house or vehicle, for example?

•

How many of your assets are liquid or easy to
turn into cash?

•

How much do you have in bank accounts that
can be used during your current financial
emergency?

•

How long will your savings last if you use it to
pay current living expenses?
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Worksheet 3- Net Worth Statement

Date: _______________

Assets: (What You Own)

$ Amount

Liquid Assets
Cash on hand
Checking account
Savings account
Money market account
Certificates of deposit
Cash value life insurance
Other

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

Marketable Assets
Savings bonds
Other bonds
Mutual funds
Stocks
Other

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

Other Personal Assets
Market value of house
Other real estate
Value of vehicles
Value of boats, RV’S
Furniture and appliances
Other

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

Non-Marketable Assets
IRA’s
Pensions (current value)
Amount others owe you
Other

__________
__________
__________
__________

TOTAL ASSETS

__________

Liabilities: (What You Owe)

$ Amount

Mortgage
Home equity loan
Vehicle loan(s)
Other installment loans
Credit card balances
Charge account balances
Personal loans
Current unpaid bills
Other debts

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

TOTAL LIABILITIES

__________

Assets $ ___________

Liabilities $ ___________ = Net Worth $ ___________
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A better strategy might be to borrow money using
assets such as CDs, stocks, or mutual funds as
collateral. Financial assets held by a bank or
brokerage can be used as collateral for a loan.
Because the loan is secured, the interest rate is
generally lower than on personal loans.

Other Important Assets
Remember that your family has other important
assets that do not show up on the net worth
statement. Assets such as education, experience,
skills, and knowledge are hard to put a dollar value
on, but do not overlook them as a resource to help
meet expenses.

Borrowing against your 401(k) may not be a good
idea, even if your plan allows it. True, you pay the
interest to yourself. But the real cost of a 401(k)
loan is the lost earnings on the borrowed money. If
you invest aggressively in your 401(k), this could
turn out to be an expensive loan.

Use Worskheet 4, “Family Resources,” on page 11 to
identify these important family resources. Talk to
family members about ways to use their assets to help
during this period of reduced income.
Liquidating Your Assets
Using your savings is one way to supplement your
income. Be cautious, however, about using savings
for things that are not a high priority. Otherwise,
you leave nothing for emergencies such as
unanticipated repairs or medical bills. Setting
spending priorities and decreasing expenses are
essential steps in making the most of your assets.

Another source of funds to help carry you through a
financial crisis is selling property that you may no
longer need, could do without, or cannot afford to
keep. Survey your house, basement, garage, and
attic for items that could be sold.
Do some research to find out what items you own
are worth. Visit resale shops and garage sales in the
area to find out the going price for similar items.

Many times people overlook, or do not want to
touch, certain assets such as coins in piggy banks,
savings bonds, or money stashed for Christmas or
vacations. This emergency cash may keep you from
raiding funds set aside for financial priorities.

However, you cannot sell any of your possessions
without finding someone willing to buy them. Think
about ways you can inform prospective buyers of
what you want to sell. Community bulletin boards
in supermarkets, shopping malls, and laundromats
are very popular for posting “For Sale” notices.
Cards with small tear-off tabs listing your phone
number and the item for sale make it easier for
buyers to call you. Other inexpensive ways to
advertise your sale items are radio call-in shows that
allow for sale items and classified ads in
newspapers or shopper publications.

A certificate of deposit is not untouchable. Cash in a
CD before it matures and you lose some interest
income. But sell a favorite stock or mutual fund
and you can lose much more. You may be forced to
sell stocks and bonds when market conditions are
not favorable. Determine which stocks or bonds
have fallen the least because they have held their
value the best. Sell those assets first to minimize
your loss.
Another alternative is to take out a home-equity
loan. The interest you will pay is generally tax
deductible. Just remember that failure to repay a
home-equity loan may cause your family to be
homeless.
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Worksheet 4 - Family Resources

Resource

(Examples)

Skills

Skill in sewing, baking,
woodcarving

Abilities
Interests

Ability to plan
Interest in gardening

Job Training
Certifications

Car repair
Child care certification

Attitudes
Self-confidence

Willingness to take
risks, try new things

Creativity

New ideas, artistry

Awareness

Sensitivity to needs of
others

Time

Friday night, Saturday,
Sunday

Energy

High level

Resources family
members can contribute

Others
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Which family
members?

CONTROLLING SPENDING
When the family faces reduced income, take
immediate action to stop all excess spending.
Whether your situation is temporary or extended,
you need to get the most for your money.

categories. Check the ideas you think would help
your family reduce spending. Add your family’s
ideas to each list.
As you go through the list, ask how spending can
be reduced:

Studies have found that many families do not adjust
their lifestyle for about six months after their
income is reduced. That six months of ignoring the
situation can bring disaster. When you take charge
of your financial situation immediately, you are
making a positive contribution to your family’s
well-being now and in the future.

•
•
•

Following basic money management principles can
reduce stress and help you adjust to living on less
income. Here is a list of research-tested principles:
•

•

Food
Plan meals around foods you have on hand until
more money is available.

Make a list of the family’s most important
expenses while you have less income.
(This means things you must have or do.)

•

Make a family spending plan to determine
where your money will go. Refer to the section
“Sizing Up Your Financial Situation,” on page
1 to develop a family budget you can use to
cope with your income situation.

•

Decide where you will spend your money. Stick
to your spending plan. With less income, each
spending decision is critical.

Can we substitute a less costly item?
How can we conserve resources and avoid
waste?
Are there opportunities to cooperate withothers
by trading or sharing resources? Can we save if
we do it ourselves?
Can we do without?

Most people give high priority to fixed expenses
such as rent or mortgage payments, insurance
premiums, car payments, and installment debt.
Flexible expenses such as food, utilities, clothing,
and household expenses can be more easily
adjusted to fit your income. Most people find it
easier to cut back on flexible expenses.

•

Plan meals and snacks for a week ahead. Make
a list of what you need to buy; estimate the cost
to know if you have enough money to last the
week. The local Cooperative Extension Service
office can provide information on spending
guides for thrifty food plans. See the section in
this publication “Stretching Your Food Dollar,”
on page 16 for more information.

•

Shop from a list based on planned menus.
Check the food advertisements for good buys.
Clipping and using coupons may save money.

•

Go shopping as few times as possible. Frequent
trips can add to family food costs because it is
easy to buy extra items each time. Shop alone,
if possible. It is hard to say “no” to your
children’s favorite foods when they are along.
Do not go shopping when you are hungry.
Everything looks good when you are hungry, so
it is hard to stick to your list. Also, shopping in
a hurry may cause you to overlook the best
buys.

•

Use low-cost protein foods such as dry beans,
eggs, peanut butter, turkey, and chicken. Hamburger and liver are often good buys in red
meats. Large roasts can be cut up and used in

All family members need to work together to
reduce spending. When everyone pulls together,
you are more likely to succeed in living on less.
Together, the family should go through the
following list under each of the flexible expense
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different ways for more than one meal. Stretch
meats by using them in sauces or casseroles.
Use slow cooking and/or marinating to tenderize less expensive cuts of meat.
•

•

Use reconstituted nonfat dry milk for cooking
instead of whole milk. Dry milk is equally
nutritious and can be less expensive.
Turn leftovers into “planned overs.” You can
sometimes get two meals for the price of one.
Store cooked foods properly to make them last
longer. Freeze them if you have the space.

•

Take shorter showers.

•

Make only emergency long-distance telephone
calls. If possible, make calls when rates are
lower.

•

You also may want to investigate alternative
long-distance services. You are likely to find
that it is cheaper to purchase a telephone than
to rent one.

•

Consider writing letters instead of making longdistance phone calls.

•

Take advantage of free- or reduced-price school
breakfast and lunch programs.

•

Give up cable television connections that increase your monthly bill.

•

Where available, use fish and wild game.

•

Learn to do simple home repairs such as replacing washers in faucets and repairing damaged
electric cords, torn window screens, or broken
window panes.

Utilities and Household Maintenance
• Maintain and clean your furnace and filters
regularly.
•

Find and fix air leaks around windows, doors,
foundation, electrical outlets, exhaust fans, and
attic openings.

•

Install storm windows and doors or put up
plastic sheeting to reduce heat loss.

•

•

•

Transportation and Upkeep
• Carefully plan the use of your car(s) to reduce
the amount of driving. If you own more than
one vehicle, and if it is reasonable to do so, sell
unneeded car(s).

Adjust the thermostat setting by five degrees
and compensate for comfort with clothing.
Heating and cooling are the most expensive
utility costs.
Insulate ceilings, exterior walls, under floors,
heat ducts, and hot water pipes. You may
qualify forprograms that insulate your home.
Check with your local utility company for
further information.
Select energy efficient light bulbs and fixtures
when replacements are made. Use fluorescent
bulbs wherever possible. Turn off unused lights.

•

Close doors to unused rooms and shut off heat/
air conditioning to those areas.

•

Hang clothes to dry instead of using a clothes
dryer.
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•

Car pool or use public transportation when
possible.

•

Do your own vehicle maintenance if you have
the skills and tools.

•

Walk or ride a bicycle instead of using a car for
short trips.

•

Evaluate automobile insurance policies to make
sure you are adequately covered. You may be
able to reduce your premiums by increasing
your deductibles on collision and comprehensive.

•

If your employment is seasonal, arrange with
your agent to have insurance bills due when
you are working or have funds drafted from
your account on a regular basis.

Medical Expenses
• Maintain good health habits. Good nutrition can
cut down on illness and tooth decay.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Learn the symptoms of common diseases in
order to determine when seeing a doctor is
advisable. Early treatment of many diseases or
injuries is often least expensive. Consider
taking classes on first aid or baby care offered
by community agencies.
Shop around for doctors and dentists whose fees
are reasonable. You may find it less expensive
to stick with the same doctor or dentist to avoid
duplication of tests and records. Your doctor
would probably agree to an installment payment plan. Check the section in this publication
“Deciding Which Bills to Pay First” on page
20.
Take advantage of public clinics and immunizations often available during local health fairs or
at the county health department.
Update medical insurance policies to eliminate
duplication of payments since most companies
pay on a coinsured basis. If you do not have
health insurance, see if you qualify for medical
assistance. See the section, “Meeting Your
Insurance Needs,” on page 29 for more information.

Follow instructions when laundering clothes.

•

Mend clothing promptly. Resole and polish
shoes instead of buying new shoes.

•

Have children change to older, worn clothing
for play.

•

Compare price and quality of clothing you buy.
Check discount stores, mail-order catalogs,
thrift stores, secondhand outlets, flea markets,
and garage sales.

•

Check size and fit. Clothing that does not fit
well will not be worn often.

•

Buy clothing that is washable and easy to care
for. Read the care labels.

•

Carefully coordinate clothing and accessories so
that they can be used with several outfits.

•

Learn to do your own personal grooming, such
as hair care and manicures at home. Cut your
children’s hair yourself. Select cosmetics and
toiletries that are reasonably priced.

Recreation and Leisure
• Choose activities that are free or cost only a
small amount of money such as hiking, picnicking, visiting a museum, or attending a free
concert. Attend school or community events.

If a trip to the hospital is necessary, use a ward
or semiprivate room. Check the hospital statement to make sure the services charged were
the ones received.

•

If you entertain at home, have potluck affairs for
family and friends. This way, everyone shares
the food costs.

Child Care
• Try to arrange your family’s schedule so one
parent is available to care for children while the
other parent works. If both parents are unemployed, try to alternate child care responsibilities so each will have an opportunity to look for
a job or have some personal time. If only one
parent is present in the home, try to share child
care responsibilities with a relative, neighbor, or
friend.

Ask your doctor to prescribe and your pharmacist to fill prescriptions with generic drugs.
Avoid excessive use of over-the-counter drugs.

Clothing and Personal Care
• Take an inventory of each family member’s
wardrobe to determine which items must be
replaced or added. Repair and/or alter present
clothing and swap items of clothing with other
family members or friends. Try to develop the
attitude in your children that “handed down”
clothing is not only economical and less wasteful, but can also be enjoyable.

•

•
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Form a baby-sitting co-op with other parents.

•

•

Investigate public nursery schools and day care
centers. Arrange car pools with other parents
for children’s school and extracurricular activities.

•

Summary
During challenging financial times, it is very
important to control spending. Restrict purchases to
“needed items” and go without items that are just
“wants.” Before buying an item, ask yourself the
following questions:

Some job training programs provide child care.

Miscellaneous Expenses
• Carefully consider each gift or donation. Reduce monetary giving and donate services
instead. Make gifts instead of buying them, or
give services such as baby-sitting, elder care,
house watching, or pet care.
•

Consider the cost of habits such as smoking and
drinking alcoholic beverages. These habits are
expensive and you may want to reduce or
eliminate them.

•

Stop magazine or newspaper subscriptions
when it is time to renew them. Use your public
library to find information you may need from
these sources.

Set a reasonable amount for children’s allowances
and have a definite understanding with them
about what it covers.

•
•
•
•
•

Use it up
Wear it out
Make do
Or do without
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Can we do without it?
Can we postpone its purchase?
Can we substitute something else that costs less?
Can we use our skills to make it?
Do we already own one?

STRETCHING YOUR FOOD DOLLAR
more than a store brand, even with the coupon
savings.

Grocery shopping can be a real challenge,
especially if you are on a limited budget. However,
food is a flexible budget expense which can be
reduced when money is tight. By planning ahead
and managing your money wisely, you can still
serve meals which are appetizing, easily prepared,
and nutritious.

• Use the Food Guide Pyramid to plan nutritious
meals and snacks. Healthy foods give you more
value for the dollar. The chart on page 19 lists the
suggested number of servings from each of the five
food groups to provide an adequate daily supply of
nutrients. It also includes examples of serving sizes.

Food Shopping Starts at Home
Most of us can change our food spending habits in
ways that make each food dollar go further and still
improve nutrition. Before dashing out to the
supermarket, it is important to do your homework.
Take the time to review newspaper ads, plan meals,
and make a shopping list. By doing so, you are
more likely to find the best buys, avoid impulse
purchases, and eliminate extra trips for forgotten
items.

• Take advantage of seasonal specials. Foods,
especially fresh fruits and vegetables, are generally
less expensive when in great supply.
• Consider food preferences. When you serve
popular foods, you increase eating pleasure. Make a
collection of economical, nutritious recipes that
your family likes and serve these often.
• Think appetite appeal. Since we eat with our
eyes, plan meals using foods of contrasting colors,
textures, flavors, sizes, and shapes.

Be a smart shopper and get more for your money by
deciding in advance what foods to serve for meals
and snacks. As you plan your menus, follow these
important steps:

• Plan the use of leftovers. When safely handled,
leftovers can be used in casseroles, soups, for
snacks, and in lunch boxes. If there is food waste in
your household, ask yourself why. Are you buying
food in the right quantities? Is food refused or left
on the plate? Are servings too large? Is the food
cooked properly? Encourage family members to
help in menu planning and meal preparation so you
will have help in making decisions that affect the
eating pleasure of the entire family.

• Check newspaper ads for special sales.
Planning your meals around specials and seasonal
foods can help save money. Compare advertised
prices among stores to find where you can save the
most on your entire shopping list. Buy only what
you can use and compare prices with those found in
other ads. Be aware that specials and coupon offers
invite you to buy impulsively. And impulsive
buying can blow your budget. Even at special prices
and with refunds or coupons, some foods may not
be within your budget.

Making a Shopping List
One of the best ways to control spending and avoid
impulse buying is to make a list of the items
needed. Having already planned your menus, the
rest is easy. Some helpful hints for making a
shopping list follow:

• Clip coupons. You can save money if the item is
one you would normally buy and if the item is less
expensive than similar brands. Most cents-off
coupons offered by manufacturers or stores are for
the more expensive, highly processed foods or for
foods in abundant supply. But using coupons for
coffee, prepared foods, cereals, flour, and flour mix
products can save about 10% in most food
budgets. Do not use a coupon to justify buying a
food that your family does not need or that costs
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•

Keep an ongoing list and jot down items as your
supply gets low.

•

Look over the recipes you plan to use. Be sure
you have the necessary ingredients.

•

Check the cupboards, the refrigerator, and the
freezer for foods on hand. Are there staple
items such as flour, sugar, coffee, salt, rice,
which should be added to the list?

•

If storage space permits, stock up on sale items
used regularly.

•

Organize your list according to the store layout.
This will save you time and reduce the temptation to buy foods not on your list. This method
is especially helpful in larger supermarkets or
warehouse stores where backtracking is time
consuming.

costs. The selection of products may be more
limited than in most supermarkets, but the prices
are usually lower.
Usually, it is more efficient to shop at one close
store that has reasonable prices. Shopping at several
stores each week just to pick up specials uses
valuable time and energy. Remember the more
often you shop or the greater number of stores you
shop in, the more likely you are to buy more food
than you need. Eat before you shop because
everything looks good when you are hungry. And, if
possible, try to shop when the store is not too
crowded. Keep in mind the following shopping
pointers so you can become a skillful shopper and
get more for your money:

If you find that you are continually exceeding your
food spending plan, evaluate your menus and
shopping list for ways to cut costs. Serving lowcost main dishes is one of the best ways to
economize. Another is substituting lower cost or
on-sale foods for planned foods on your list. If
entertaining is taking too much of your grocery
money, you need not become less sociable — just
simplify the foods you serve. Underline the items
on your shopping list which are basic to the family
diet — buy these foods first. Include other items as
your food spending plan permits.

•Shop alone when possible. When family members
are along, you tend to buy more.
• Know the regular prices of items you generally
buy. This way you will recognize when an
advertised special is really a bargain. If you shop in
stores where individual items do not have price
tags attached to them, you may want to write the
price on each package after you get home or on the
shopping list.

Shopping Choices
With the planning done, you are now ready to shop.
But where will you do your grocery shopping?
There are several alternatives in most populated
areas from which to choose — supermarkets,
warehouse stores, convenience stores, farmers’
markets, and co-ops.

• Be alert for unadvertised specials in the store.
These can save you money. But all items displayed
at the end of aisles in the store may not be on
special.
• Compare national brand, store brand, and
generic products. Generic products can best be
identified by their plain, simple packaging. These
products are usually less expensive. While the
nutritional value is comparable to national or
private label (store) brands, you may find a
difference in quality and appearance. However, if
you do not need top quality, appearance, or
uniformity, generic foods can be substituted without
sacrificing nutrition. Generic brands of canned
vegetables should be suitable for soups, stews, and
casseroles.

Food prices, of course, are one of the major factors
in determining where you will shop. No-frills and
warehouse stores can be less expensive because the
cost of doing business is lower. Many shoppers who
live in rural communities find a once-a-month trip
to a warehouse store saves on foods that store easily
and on non-food household supplies.
Convenience stores almost always charge higher
prices on food, with the possible exception of dairy
products and soft drinks. Farmers’ markets and coops have helped many families reduce their food

• Take advantage of unit pricing. The unit price is
the per-unit measure (the number of cents per
ounce/gram) which is often posted on the shelf
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below the product. If a store provides this
information, you can use it to find out whether the
16-ounce can of creamed corn is a better buy than
the 12-ounce can. To figure unit prices on your own,
divide the price of the container by the number of
ounces it contains.

When Your Shopping is Done
Go straight home after grocery shopping so
perishable foods can be refrigerated or kept frozen
so food spoilage will not be a problem. Warm
temperatures are the leading cause of food spoilage,
so refrigerate or freeze all perishable foods
immediately after shopping.

• Ask for a rain check. If a specially-priced item is
sold out, ask for a rain check. It allows you to
purchase the item at the sale price at a later date.

When you get home from the store, compare your
register receipt with your food cost goal. Then
check your purchases carefully and critically. Are
they economical when compared with other choices
you might have made? Did you buy some foods not
on your list? Can these extras be justified as
important for meeting food needs, being real
bargains, or providing a worthwhile tasty treat?

• Read labels. Food labels list the ingredients and
valuable nutritional information, which is helpful in
judging the nutritional quality of a food item.
• Buy only amounts you can store and use. The
large size packages may be less expensive, but they
are not a bargain if you cannot use them before they
become stale or spoiled.

Conclusion
Managing food dollars wisely involves planning
before and during your grocery shopping. Some
knowledge of nutrition, plus careful meal planning,
skillful shopping, proper food storage, handling,
and preparation will help you to serve satisfying
meals while remaining within your food budget.

• Pay attention at the checkout. Be sure the
cashier or the scanner rings the correct price.
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Figure 1. The Food Pyramid

KEY
Fat (naturally occurring and added)
Fats, Oils,
& Sweets
USE SPARINGLY

▼

Sugars (added)

These symbols show fat and added
sugars in foods.

Milk, Yogurt,
& Cheese
Group
2-3 SERVINGS

Meat, Poultry, Fish,
Dry Beans, Eggs,
& Nuts Group
2-3 SERVINGS

Vegetable
Group
3-5 SERVINGS

Fruit
Group
2-4 SERVINGS

Bread, Cereal,
Rice, & Pasta Group
6-11 SERVINGS

WHAT COUNTS AS A SERVING?
The amount you eat may be more than one serving. A dinner portion of pasta would count
as two or three servings.
Breads, Cereals, Rice, and Pasta
• 1/2 cup of cooked pasta or rice
• 1/2 cup of cooked cereal
• 1 ounce of ready-to-eat cereal

Fruits
• 1 piece of fruit or melon wedge
• 3/4 cup of juice
• 1/2 cup of canned fruit
• 1/4 cup of dried fruit

Milk, Yogurt and Cheese
• 1 cup of milk or yogurt
• 11/2 to 2 ounces of cheese

Meat, Poultry, Fish, Dry Beans, Eggs, and Nuts
• 21/2 to 3 ounces of cooked lean meat, poultry,
or fish
1
• /2 cup of cooked beans
• 1 egg
• 2 tablespoons of peanut butter

Vegetables
• 1/2 cup of chopped raw or cooked
vegetables
• 1 cup of raw, leafy vegetables
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DECIDING WHICH BILLS TO PAY FIRST
When you do not have enough money to cover your
family’s basic living expenses and pay all your
creditors, you face some difficult financial decisions.

What assets (savings or items that could be sold) do
you have that could be used to pay off your debt?
What debts are the most important to repay first?

When family income is reduced, your spending
habits must change. The sooner you change, the
more likely your financial problems can be lessened.
Your family should be part of the decision-making
process, since their cooperation is essential to carry
out the plans.

What debts could be satisfied by voluntarily
surrendering, or giving back, the item?
Other sections in this publication, “Sizing Up Your
Financial Situation,” on page 1 and “Making the
Most of What You Have,” on page 7 can help you
to answer these questions.

When your bills exceed the money available to pay
them, you will have to develop a revised payment
plan in order to repay your debts. After you have a
plan, you will have to contact the people to whom
you owe money - your creditors - and explain your
situation. Creditors will usually work with you to
adjust your payments because they want their
money.

Who Gets Paid First?
You are legally obligated to pay all of your creditors.
If you cannot pay all your bills, you must decide
how much to pay to which creditors. One way is to
divide available money and pay each creditor a
share of what you owe. This is probably the fairest
way, but it does not always work because every
creditor must agree to reduce the amount they
receive and extend the payment period.

Your past experiences with creditors are important.
If you have consistently paid bills when due, your
creditors will be more cooperative than if you were
late or did not make regular payments. Creditors are
in the business of lending money and/or providing
services. They want to keep your business, but they
also want to get paid. Ask hour local Extension
office for a copy of HM 682 "Getting Out of Debt:
A Self-Help Guide" for more information.

A second method is to prioritize or list your
creditors starting with the ones who will receive the
most money. Think about the worst consequences
for your family if certain debts were not paid or if
less were paid than the amount due. Answering the
questions below will help you decide.

Gather The Facts
Before you can talk to your creditors, you need to
take a hard look at your situation and make some
decisions about how much and when you can pay.
First, answer the following questions:

What will affect my family’s health and security the
most? Usually the house, utilities, food,
transportation, and medical insurance take priority.
Do not be tempted to let medical insurance slide
when money is tight. If anyone in your family
becomes ill, uninsured medical costs could be
devastating. See another section in this publication
“Meeting Your Insurance Needs,” on page 29 for
additional information.

How much income can you count on each month?
How much money is needed to cover your family’s
essential monthly living expenses?
How many creditors do you owe and what is the
total amount you owe? Completing Worksheet 5,
“Debts Owed,” on page 25 can help you get a
clearer picture of what and how much you owe.

What will you lose if the bills are not paid? You can lose
your purchases if the creditor holds the title of the
property as collateral or security for the loan: a
home mortgage or car loan, for example. Sometimes
furniture and large appliance loans are secured
loans. If you are not sure which loans are secured,

How long is your present financial situation likely
to last?
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check the credit contract. Unsecured debts may
have to take lower priority, although you are
obligated to pay them too.

something on each debt, it is less likely that your
financial problems will be reported on your credit
record.

What interest rate are you paying? Credit cards
charging 1.5% interest per month amounts to an
18% annual interest rate (APR) on the unpaid
balances (1.5 x 12=18). If you have a loan with a
lower interest rate, you may decide to pay off a
higher interest credit card balance first, to reduce
the amount of finance charges you are paying.
Until your financial situation improves, destroying
your credit cards and closing your accounts may be
a good idea. At least put credit cards away in a safe
place so you are not tempted to use them. The
county Extension office has a computer program,
PowerPay, that can help you decide which debt
repayment plan will save you the most money in
interest charges. Call the office for more
information.

Your Repayment Plan
Once you have calculated how much money your
family has for monthly living expenses and for
paying off debts, decide how much you can pay to
each creditor, based on priorities you determined
while answering the previous questions. Work out a
repayment plan that shows how much you plan to
pay each creditor. Put this plan in writing.
Now you are ready to contact each of your creditors
to explain your family situation. You will need to
tell them how much you are able to pay and when
you will be able to pay it. Some businesses, such as
utility companies, have special counselors for
customers who cannot pay their bills. These
counselors can help you set up a budget plan to
even out your payments during the year. They can
also tell you if you qualify for fuel assistance or any
other available programs.

How much do you still owe on the loan? Determine
how much you have paid on each loan and how
much you owe. If you have only one or two
payments to make on a loan, it is probably a good
idea to finish paying it, getting that debt out of the
way. You may be able to return newer items or sell
them to pay off the debt. If you choose to
voluntarily surrender the item, you will still be
required to pay the difference between the market
value of the item and the amount remaining on the
loan. Getting out from under some of your debts
can reduce the pressure you feel.

Contacting Your Creditors
Once you have gathered the information you need,
contact each creditor, explain your family’s
situation, and work out a solution. Be prepared to
explain the following:
- the reason you cannot pay
- your current income and prospects for future
income

Is a consolidation loan a good idea? Personal finance
companies want you to think so, but generally a
consolidation loan charges a higher interest rate. In
addition, refinancing to smaller monthly payments
will extend the number of payments you must
make, adding to the total cost. While a single loan
may make payment easier, that is a small benefit
considering the additional costs involved.

- other obligations
- your plans to bring this debt up-to-date and
keep it current, including the amount you will
be able to pay each month
Visit local creditors in person. Visit the loan officer
at your bank or credit union, the credit manager of
local stores, and the budget counselor at the utility
company. Do not forget creditors like your dentist,
physician, clinic, and hospital. Contact out-oftown creditors by phone or letter. If you phone,
write down the name and title of the person to
whom you talked. Follow the conversation with a

What about your credit record? Nonpayment of debts
is recorded on your credit record and can damage
your ability to get credit in the future. That is why
contacting all of your creditors immediately if you
cannot pay your bills is important. If you can pay
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Family Service Center
Midlands Regional Office
P.O. Box 7876
1800 Main Street
Columbia, SC 29202
800-223-9213 or 803-929-6666

letter summarizing the agreement between you and
the creditor. Keep copies of your correspondence as
well as any reply.
Use the sample letter on page 24 as a guide when
writing to creditors. You may also use it as an outline
of what to say when talking to a creditor. As you
negotiate with each of your creditors, do not agree to
any plan simply to get off the hook. Be sure you will
be able to follow through on the agreement. Establish
a payment rate that is acceptable to both you and the
creditor.

Consumer Credit Counseling Service
Compass of Carolina
1100 Rutherford Road
Greenville, SC 29609
800-203-9692 or 864-467-3434
Family Service Center CCCS
4925 LaCross Road Suite 215
North Charleston, SC 29406
800-232-6489 or 843-744-1348

Here is a list of some alternatives to consider when
negotiating with your creditors:
• Reducing the monthly payment

Services are currently being extended through satellite
offices of the above-mentioned offices or through other
offices affiliated with the National Consumer Credit
Counseling Services at Aiken, Anderson, Barnwell,
Conway, Florence, Fort Jackson, Georgetown, Goose
Creek, Greenwood, Moncks Corner, Orangeburg,
Rock Hill, Spartanburg, Summerville, and Sumter. A
call to any of the toll-free numbers above will put you
in touch with the office most convenient to your
location. For further information, visit the National
Foundation for Credit Counseling web site at: http://
www.nfcc.org and search for location by city or state.

• Refinancing the loan
• Deferring a payment for a short time if you expect
your income will increase soon
• Reducing or dropping late charges
• Paying only interest on the loan until you can
resume making monthly payments
• Voluntarily surrendering or giving back an item
purchased on credit
• Selling the item and using the cash to satisfy, or
partially satisfy, the debt (you are still responsible
for any remaining balance)

A counselor will review your application. The counselor is qualified to prepare a budget plan that will be
given to you and your creditors for approval. The
budget plan will outline exactly how each debt will be
repaid. The plan usually is all that is required unless
there is an emergency or a change in your financial
situation. You can return to the counseling service at
any time for further advice.

Not all creditors will be willing to accept alternatives.
However, they will be more likely to work with your
family if you contact them before they contact you.
They all want their money and would rather get some
money on a regular basis than have to begin collection
procedures.

The counseling service is free. However, when the
service prepares a debt repayment plan for you, a
nominal fee may be charged to help with administrative costs. Local businesses pay the counseling service
a fee for collecting the debts clients owe them. For
example, if the CCCS counselor collects $20 to pay a
debt owed to a bank, the bank pays CCCS a sum (such
as $3) for collecting the debt.

If you fail to follow the plan that you and your
creditors agreed upon, you will hurt your chances of
getting future credit. Tell your creditors about any
changes that may affect your payment agreement. If
you owe a large amount of money and your creditors
will not accept reduced payments, you may have to
consider more extreme alternatives. A source of
assistance with credit and money management
problems is the Consumer Credit Counseling Service.
In South Carolina, Consumer Credit Counseling is
offered through Family Service Centers located in the
following areas:

If You Do Not Pay Your Bills
If you miss a payment, you will be faced with
increasing pressure to pay. First you will receive a letter
reminding you that you missed a payment and asking
you to pay promptly. After that, you may receive a
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more direct letter demanding payment or you may get
a phone call.

• Foreclosure - If you fail to make a mortgage payment or fail to pay the taxes or insurance on your
house or other property, you have defaulted on
your contract and the lender may start proceedings
to take possession of your home/business and sell it
to recover the remaining balance of the loan. It
usually takes about three months for the first court
date to be set and action to begin. You are responsible for the legal fees of foreclosure and the
difference between the selling price of the property
and the amount owed on the loan.

If the bills are still not paid, they will probably be
turned over to an independent collection agency.
While the agency will try to get you to pay, the law
protects you from certain actions. They cannot use
abusive language or threaten you with violence. They
cannot call you at unusual hours or threaten criminal
prosecution. And they cannot discuss your financial
situation with others.
Here is what to do if you receive a call from a creditor
or a collection agency:

All of these actions are very serious and could
jeopardize your ability to get credit in the future. You
can reduce your chances of being harassed by creditors
or collection agencies by communicating with your
creditors and working out solutions for debt repayment
early.

• Ask the name of the caller. Get the name of the
creditor and the name, address, and telephone
number of the collection agency. Get the exact
amount of the account that is claimed to be due.
Write down the date and time of each call.

Making It Work
Remember no matter how bad your situation may be,
do not ignore your bills and creditors. Prompt action is
very important; let your creditors know you are having
trouble before you miss payments and the situation
becomes worse.

• Do not get angry. Remain calm. Arguments do not
settle anything. When you become angry, you may
forget to obtain important information. Remember, creditors accused of being angry or abusive
may say it was the customer who was angry and
abusive.

Once you have
worked out a
repayment plan,
follow through
with it and make
the payments you
promised to make.
If you fall behind
on your new
commitments,
creditors will be
less understanding.
If you fail to make
the payments,
creditors may hire
a collection agency
to make you pay.

• Dispute debts in writing. If you believe you do not
owe the amount claimed or disagree in other ways,
make your reasons known promptly in writing to
both the creditor and the collection agency.
Request a written statement of your account.
Always keep copies of your correspondence for
future reference.
Creditors’ Options
Creditors can take several kinds of legal action against
you. These actions are often written into the sales
contract you signed. If you fail to make payments, you
will receive letters from a creditor’s attorney or
collection agency warning you of the intended action.
What a creditor can do if you fail to pay your bills:

Pretending you have no money problems will not make
the problems go away. You and your family must face
the situation honestly. Openly discuss spending
decisions with all family members. This will help
everyone realize that changes and sacrifices must be
made for your family’s plan to be successful.

• Acceleration - The entire debt is due at once if you
miss a payment. The courts can force you to pay
by seizing your property and selling it.
• Repossession - The creditor can seize the item you
bought or the property you used as collateral. If
the sale of the property brings less than the
amount you owe, you must pay the difference.
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Sample Letter to Creditors
Use this example as a guide when writing or talking to creditors. Fill in the specifics of your family’s
situation in place of the information in parentheses.

Date
Your Address
Your City, State, Zip

Company Name
Street Address
City, State, Zip
Attention: Delinquent Account Representative
Subject: Your Name and Your Account Number
The purpose of this letter is to inform you that our family is having some budgeting and
debt problems. I am having trouble making my minimum monthly payment as a result of
(a family crisis, a recent job loss, or seasonal unemployment, etc.). I hope we will be able
to agree upon an acceptable restructured debt payment plan.
I have taken a careful look at our financial situation. We have set up a realistic minimum
budget for our living expenses and have developed a restructured debt payment plan. I am
hoping you will accept a reduced payment. Amounts will be increased as soon as possible
until the debt is totally repaid. We owe (12 creditors over $7,500). Our asset value is less
than ($3,000). Our only assets are (a car with a Blue Book value of $1,000, some home
furnishings worth $1,500 and our family’s clothing). Our monthly income is ($708). We
have ($242) left over after basic living expenses for a restructured debt payment plan. I
would like you to accept a partial payment of ($50) per month to repay our obligation.
You may expect the first payment on (date).
I hope you find this plan acceptable. I look forward to your letter of acknowledgment.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
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Worksheet 5
DEBTS OWED

Creditor

Address

Phone #

Account #

Collateral
(property used to
secure debt)

APR
Annual
% Rate

Balance
Owed

Number Monthly Payment Amount Date Legal Collection
Payment Due
Last Action Agency
Last
of
Date
Paid Taken
Paid
Payments
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Total Monthly Debt Repayment

KEEPING A ROOF OVERHEAD
Keeping a roof overhead is an important concern
when your income drops. If you rank your bills in
order of priority, chances are housing is at or near
the top of the list.

If your loss of income will only be for a few months,
you may be able to cut back on other expenses and
continue to meet your mortgage payments. (Refer
to other sections in this publication, “Sizing Up
Your Financial Situation” on page 1, “Controlling
Spending” on page 12, and “Meeting Insurance
Needs” on page 29 for more information.)

When you are under the financial stress of reduced
or lost income, one of the biggest expenses is
housing. Housing expenses include mortgage or
rent payments, insurance, taxes, household
maintenance and repair, utility bills, furnishings,
and cleaning supplies.

Important: If you miss a mortgage payment,
you have defaulted on your contract and your
lender can begin foreclosure on your home.

When income drops, careful planning can help you
avoid eviction from your rental unit or the loss of
your house.

If meeting your mortgage payment appears
impossible, contact your lender immediately before
you miss the first payment.

Rent Payments
If you rent, tell your landlord about your situation
before rent is due. Ask for a temporary
postponement until your income resumes. Offer to
provide some service, such as painting, in exchange
for rent. Suggest making smaller payments for a
month or two, with the understanding that you will
catch up when your income increases again. Often
it costs money for a landlord to change tenants so
they may be willing to work with you.

You may be able to skip a payment or arrange a
lower payment. Go in person and take along a new
spending plan that fits your reduced income.
Most lenders would rather avoid the time and cost
involved in a foreclosure if another alternative can
be worked out.
If your loss of income is going to last a long time or
be permanent, you will need to consider other
options. You do not have to live under the
extreme stress and strain of meeting mortgage
payments that are too high. Some options you have
are:

In South Carolina, as long as you pay the rent on
time and live according to the terms of the lease,
you may continue living in the unit. If rent is
unpaid when due, and the tenant fails to pay the
rent within five days, the landlord may terminate
the lease agreement. The landlord is not required to
accept payment of a lesser amount; if he does, he
may waive his rights to the entire amount. If you do
not pay within the five days, the landlord can
consider the lease ended and start a suit for
possession.

• Taking in a boarder and using the money
toward mortgage payments.
• Renting your house to someone else and renting less costly housing for yourself. (Check the
affect this will have on taxes and changes
needed on insurance coverage.)

If you think your loss of income will continue for
more than a few months, you may have to consider
moving to lower cost rental housing.

• Selling your house and buying or renting less
costly housing.
• Moving in with relatives or friends. Offer to
share some of the housing costs.

Mortgage Payments
With reduced or lost income, you quickly feel the
stress of a sizable mortgage payment on your
finances.

• Deeding your house back to the lender. You
may not lose much. For example, if you have
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There may be a service charge for making a
smaller payment which is based on the amount
of the payment. Check the total yearly amount
difference and select the payment plan that will
give you the most savings and still fit into your
spending plan.

been paying on a 30-year mortgage for 10 years,
you have not paid for much of the house yetonly about 10 percent. If you choose deeding
the house back to the lender in lieu of foreclosure, and the house has decreased in value, you
are still responsible for the total amount of the
loan and must pay the lender the difference. If
by staying in this house you will not have
enough money for food or other necessities, you
may find it less stressful to leave the house and
find less expensive housing.

• Increasing the deductible.
• Installing safety/security alarm systems.
• Examining coverage on other buildings and
structures on your property.

Other Housing Costs: Insurance Payments
Homeowner’s or renter’s insurance protects you in
case of loss or damage to property. During times of
reduced income, it is important to have property
insured. If you can not make an insurance premium
payment, call or write your agent or the company.
There may be some leeway (10 to 30 day “grace
period”) for a late premium payment. Not paying
insurance on your mortgaged home is considered
defaulting on the mortgage.

• Changing to a more basic coverage.
• Check for possible discounts if all insurance
(house and auto) is with the same company.
Real Estate Taxes
If you are unable to pay taxes, contact your local
county treasurer or tax collector to learn about
procedures used when property taxes are
delinquent. Interest accumulates on unpaid taxes
and you will have to pay this interest or it becomes
a lien on your property just like the unpaid taxes.
You will receive notice of any actions taken as a
result of nonpayment of taxes. Take these notices
seriously. Eventually, unpaid taxes will result in the
sale of your property through auction.

Shopping around for property insurance from a
lower-priced, licensed insurer can save you money.
Extension publication HM 681 “Homeowner’s
Insurance—How Much Do I Need?” provides
important consumer information. Contact your
local county Extension office for a free copy.
Contact the South Carolina Department of
Insurance (800)768-3467 for a list showing typical
prices charged by different licensed companies.
Then call at least three of the lowest-priced insurers
to learn what they would charge you for the
coverage you need. Make sure you purchase enough
coverage to replace the house and contents. Make
certain the new policy is in effect before dropping
the old one.

In counties that have been declared a major disaster
area by the President of the United States or the
Governor of the State of South Carolina, the
supervisor of assessments, the board of review, or
board of appeals may make a reassessment of any
taxable real property which was substantially
damaged by the disaster. Application for
reassessment must be made by the property owner.

If your current company offers you the least
expensive coverage, go into the office and talk to
your agent. Explain your situation and discuss
different payment plans. Check the possibility of
smaller premiums through:

If you own and occupy (live in) your home as of
January 1 of the tax year, you are eligible for the
Legal Residence Special Assessment. Contact your
county tax assessor to verify if you are receiving this
exemption. You do not have to apply every year.

• Changing to a monthly, quarterly, or semiannual payment plan with the same coverage.

The Homestead Credit for homeowners over age 65
or totally disabled must be applied for at the local
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auditor’s office or tax assessment office. Name(s),
ages, and Social Security numbers of owners are
required to apply. If the homeowner moves to
another house, it is necessary to reapply for this
credit.

Telephone Bills
If you are unable to pay your phone bill on time,
call the phone number listed on the bill and
explain the problem. Unless you pay the bill or
make other arrangements with the company, you
will receive a Notice of Disconnection with the
date your phone service will stop if the bill is not
paid.

Utility Payments
Utility cutoffs can occur for nonpayment.
Disconnection varies with weather and family
health conditions. If you cannot make full
payments on your utility bill:

If you pay the bill late, they might charge an extra
amount. If your phone is disconnected, you will
have to pay the bill plus interest on the unpaid
balance before your phone service is restored. You
may be allowed one free re-connection each year,
otherwise you will have to pay the cost for reconnection.

• Contact the company right away - before the
due date and before fuel is needed.
• Propose a new payment plan based on your
current ability to pay. Take along information
about your income and expenses when you go
to your utility company.

Cut phone expenses by eliminating all nonemergency long distance calls or writing a letter
instead. When making necessary long distance
calls, check when rates are lowest and make your
calls during those hours. If you are paying for local
telephone service based on the calls you make, you
can cut the cost by limiting the number and/or
length of the phone calls. Consider buying rather
than renting your phone, returning all rented
phones except one, or changing to a less expensive
type of phone service. Check your local phone bill
to see if you have optional services you do not
really need.

• Explore a load management program or offhour rate program to see if it would save you
money and meet your needs.
• Ask your utility company to conduct an energy
audit for free or for a reasonable charge. An
audit can identify ways for you to save money
on home heating and cooling.
• Check with Sunbelt Human Advancement
Resources, Inc. (SHARE) which operates the
Low- Income Home Energy Assistance Program. This federally-funded program is administered by the Division of Economic Opportunity in the governor’s office. SHARE also
operates an emergency heating assistance
program, Operation Warmth, which serves
families affected during extremely cold
weather. United Ministries also offers heating
assistance funded by private donations and
matching funds from utilities companies. The
United Ministries program can only help a
family once during the winter.

Cable Service
If you have cable service, have the service
disconnected or choose only basic service.
Remember, there usually is a charge to reconnect
your service.

• Talk with family members to decide how to
safely reduce the use of your utilities to reduce
costs. Health and safety considerations for
family members are very important.
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MEETING YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS
employers with 20 or more employees are required
to offer continuation of coverage for you and your
dependents for 18 months after your employment
with the company ends. Under the same law,
following an employee’s death or divorce, the
worker’s family has the right to continue coverage
for up to three years. If you wish to continue your
group coverage under COBRA, notify your
employer within 60 days. You will have to pay the
entire premium, but the cost may be less than other
options.

When your income or personal situation changes,
review your insurance coverage. If your income
decreases because of a layoff, illness, disability,
divorce, or death of a breadwinner, you may find it
extremely difficult to pay insurance premiums. If
this happens, you should first determine your
minimum needs for insurance. Then, call or write
your agent to check into a different payment plan
that allows you to keep your coverage. Or,
investigate plans with lower premiums.
Insurance is the primary way you protect yourself
against financial loss caused by illness, accidents,
and other destructive or damaging events. Through
insurance, you pool your risk with others. You pay
(or your employer pays for you) a premium to an
insurance company that in return pays for the
damaging effects of a large loss if it occurs.

If COBRA does not apply in your case, you may be
able to convert your group policy to individual
coverage. Contact your employer and the insurance
company for your options. An advantage of
converting policies is that you may not have to pass
a medical exam. A disadvantage is that benefits
may be reduced and premiums will probably be
higher.

You may decide to accept some risks and share
others. Savings, instead of insurance or
maintenance contracts, could be used to pay a
variety of unexpected expenses such as burial
expenses and repair of major equipment. Using
deductibles (the amount of money you agree to pay
per claim before the insurance company pays for a
loss) is a way to share risk. If you are married,
another way to share risk is to make sure both
spouses are employable so your family is not
dependent on only one income.

If you are between jobs, another option on health
insurance is to take out a short term or interim
policy which is typically written for six months or
less. Shop around to compare prices.
If your spouse is employed, check out the possibility
of being covered on your spouse’s group health
insurance. See if and when your spouse could add
family coverage through his/her employer. Many
employers or other groups have limited “open
enrollment” periods, but may add coverage
throughout the year upon proof of a change in the
family situation.

Consider minimizing your risks. Although you
cannot eliminate risk from your life, you can
postpone, minimize, or control some losses. For
example, wear your seat belt and use more caution
or do not drive during bad weather to reduce your
chances of an accident.

Investigate buying insurance through another group
such as a fraternal or civic organization,
professional association, or health maintenance
organization. Group coverage is almost always
cheaper than coverage by individual policies.

Health Insurance
Most people rely on employer group health
insurance to ease the burden of medical costs. If you
no longer have a job, some alternatives exist.

If individual coverage is the only alternative,
compare several policies for the best coverage.
Individual health insurance is very expensive.
Generally, it is wiser to choose a large deductible in
order to lower premium costs. It is better to self-

Under a federal law, the Consolidated Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) of 1985,
group health insurance plans sponsored by
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insure against routine medical expenses and buy
major medical insurance to cover unexpected,
costly illnesses, or emergencies. Avoid purchasing
single disease policies or overlapping coverage.
Reading the Extension publication HM 677
“Health Insurance—Important Financial
Protection,” will provide information needed to be
a wise consumer. A copy is available at your county
Extension office.

to pay income taxes on the money received. You
may have had group term life insurance through an
employer. This is pure protection without a cash
value or savings feature. If you are uninsurable
elsewhere, you may want to convert your former
employer’s group plan into an individual policy.
Check with your employer about converting the
policy.
If you are healthy, insurable, and need coverage,
you may benefit from purchasing individual term
life insurance. This insurance usually provides
maximum protection at the least cost. It insures
your life for a fixed period of time, usually 5, 10, or
15 years, and benefits are paid only if you die
within that time period. Shop around; there is a big
difference in term policy prices.

If you are unable to buy insurance coverage because
of your health, call the South Carolina Health
Insurance Pool at (800) 868-2500 Extension 42757.
If you do not have health insurance or can no
longer pay the premiums for health insurance, there
are limited health services available for the elderly,
disabled, children, and pregnant women. Check
with your county health department to learn about
health care programs provided at little or no cost.
These may include immunization programs, wellbaby clinics, blood pressure checks, and other
screening programs.

As with all insurance, review your needs before
talking with an agent. Evaluate your spouse’s
income (if any), potential Social Security
payments, interest, or other income, your debts,
and your family’s living expenses. To get the most
for your insurance dollars, consult publication HM
679, “Life Insurance—Choosing the Right
Protection Plan,” available at your county
Extension office.

Medicaid may be available for individuals and
families experiencing periods of reduced income. In
addition, people over age 65 or people who are
blind or disabled may qualify for Medicaid. Check
with your local Department of Social Services for
current medical assistance programs and income
and resource guidelines.

Automobile Insurance
Automobile insurance has two parts: (1) liability
coverage for bodily injuries, property damages, and
medical expenses to others when you are at fault,
and uninsured motorist coverage to pay for injuries
caused by another driver who is uninsured or by an
unidentified hit-and-run driver; and (2) physical
damage protection for your vehicle, such as
collision, fire, or theft.

Life Insurance
If you have life insurance, try not to let it lapse if
others are dependent on your income or wageearning capacity. Your policy could be expensive or
impossible to replace later. Owners of whole life
insurance policies can borrow against cash value or
use accumulated dividends to pay the premium to
keep the insurance in effect. The cash value of a
whole life insurance policy may be borrowed and
used for other expenses. This loan will reduce the
face value of the policy until it is repaid.

The South Carolina minimum limits for liability
are $15,000/$30,000/$10,000 (15/30/10). This
means $15,000 for each person in an accident and
$30,000 total bodily injury liability for each
accident with a $10,000 property damage liability
for each accident. If your policy has higher limits
and you cannot pay the premium, consider cutting
back to the minimum liability limits temporarily.
However, these minimum limits do not provide
adequate protection for the long term.

Life insurance protects your dependents against loss
of income and helps to pay expenses because of
your untimely death. If you no longer have
dependents, you may want to cash in your whole
life policy if your income decreases. You may have
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One way to reduce automobile insurance premiums,
if your car is not new, is to increase the deductibles
for comprehensive and collision or drop these
coverages. Consider dropping collision coverage if
the car’s value is so low you could assume the loss
yourself.

Extension publication HM 681 “Homeowner’s
Insurance—How Much Do I Need?” provides
additional consumer information.
Disability Income Insurance
If your income is reduced because you are disabled,
you know the importance of buying income
protection through disability income insurance.
The coverage typically provides 50-70 percent of a
worker’s before-tax income. Once disabled, workers
need to check their qualification for benefits
provided through their employer, Social Security, or
veteran’s affairs. Other types of insurance policies
already owned, such as life or credit insurance, may
cover payments or premiums if the policy owner is
disabled. Some loans provide payment of debts if
the debtor purchased disability coverage.
Additional information is available in HM 678
“Disability Income Insurance,” available at the
county Extension office.

Minimize your automobile insurance premiums by
checking rates among companies, selecting a higher
deductible, purchasing less expensive coverage, and
insuring all family cars with one company. Check
for special categories that are considered good risks
such as nonsmokers, driver education training for
young drivers, and good driving records. When
planning to purchase a different vehicle, be sure to
check insurance rates as they vary considerably by
make and model. More information is available in
the Extension publication HM 680 “Automobile
Insurance—How Much Coverage Do I Need?”
available at the county Extension office.
Property Insurance
Most homeowner’s policies protect you from loss of
property and legal liability. If you experience a loss
because of fire, storms, explosions, vandalism, or
theft, most homeowner’s policies reimburse you for
loss or damage to the house and its contents.
Coverage is based on the cost of replacing the
entire structure, with personal property figured as a
percentage of that cost, typically 50 percent.
Coverage should be based on replacement costs
rather than actual cash value. You are not fully
protected even for partial losses unless purchased
coverage is at least 80 percent of replacement costs.

Conclusion
Estimate your needs, shop around, talk with several
agents, and select coverage that will fit your budget.
Do not over-insure. Insurance needs should be
reviewed periodically, particularly when income
changes. With all insurance, make sure the
company has a very high rating with the insurance
rating services. Friends and relatives can share
experiences of companies’ payments on claims.
30 Additional Ways to Cut Your Insurance Costs
For All Insurance
1. Look for broad policies that insure
exactly what you need to insure. Avoid
narrowly defined policies. For example,
one comprehensive health insurance
policy should eliminate the need for a
cancer insurance policy.
2. Do not buy insurance coverage for risks
that you could insure yourself. You could
prepare for low-cost risks, such as minor
damage to your car, through savings.
3. Take the biggest deductible that you can
afford. The deductible is the part of the
insurance costs that you have to pay.

Liability protection covers individuals injured on
your property, your damage to someone else’s
property, and medical payments for the injured. A
renter’s policy covers the replacement cost of the
contents of your leased home as well as liability
protection.
If you try to save money by lowering premium costs,
beware of under-insuring. Check your policy to see
that it will rebuild your house and replace your
possessions at today’s prices. For example, if your
10-year-old television is stolen and your insurance
only pays what the television set is now worth, you
will have trouble replacing it at current prices. The
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4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Check policies to make certain that you
are not paying twice for the same
coverage. For example, you could lower
your auto insurance premium by
decreasing your medical payments
coverage if you have good health care
coverage for you and your family.
Check out all possible discounts with
your insurance representative.
Pay premiums the least expensive way
which is usually annually, not quarterly
or monthly.
Compare the costs of several different
companies before making a choice. Call
the South Carolina Department of
Insurance to obtain a list of typical
prices with different licensed companies.
Learn if you are eligible for a group
policy. Group rates are lower than
individual rates.
Check the local library for information about
the financial soundness of insurance
companies, such as Best’s Insurance Reports.
You should select a company that has at least
an “A” rating.

14.

15.
16.

Study deductibles and coinsurance
clauses. If you are able to absorb more
medical expenses by choosing a higher
deductible, you can lower your insurance
premiums.
Keep records of your expenses and file
claims on time.
Be cautious about switching policies. A
new policy may mean new waiting
periods and exclusions.

For Life Insurance
17. For universal life insurance policies,
compare administrative costs. Some can
be substantial. Ask if the charges are
front loaded (deducted before the
premium is credited to your cash value)
or back loaded (paid when you surrender
the policy).
18. Find out the purpose of any optional
features of a policy and decide which are
worth the added cost.
19. Compare the interest-adjusted net cost
index. Cost comparisons should only be
made between similar plans of life
insurance. The index for a cash value
policy cannot be compared with that of
a term policy.
20. Evaluate fees and agents’ commissions
before switching policies. The costs may
outweigh the benefits.
21. Buy credit life insurance only if you
cannot find life insurance coverage
elsewhere. Lenders sell credit life
policies and collect the proceeds to
repay the debt if the borrower dies. A
good term life insurance policy is far less
expensive than credit life insurance.

For Health Insurance
10. Select a company that returns a high
percentage of the premiums paid to it.
Ask the agent or the state Department
of Insurance for the loss ratio.
11. Do not try to make a profit on your
insurance by carrying overlapping
coverage. A coordination of benefits
clause usually limits benefits paid by one
or more policies to 100 percent of
expenses.
12. Note pre-existing condition clauses.
These clauses mean that for the first
weeks or months your policy will not
cover medical conditions you had when
you bought the insurance.
13. Check renewal provisions. Ideally, you
would purchase a non-cancelable,
guaranteed renewable policy.

For Auto Insurance
22. Choose the right car. Discounts and
surcharges for particular models can be
from 10 percent to 55 percent. Your
insurance company can tell you which
cars are more or less expensive to drive.
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23.

24.

25.

For Property Insurance
26. Install security devices. Practically every
insurance company offers discounts for
some combination of the following
protection devices: burglar alarms,
deadbolt locks on all doors, smoke
alarms, and fire extinguishers.
27. When purchasing or building a home,
consider one built of a fire resistant
material such as brick.
28. Your home’s location affects your
insurance rates. A home located near a
fire station is less expensive to insure
than one several miles away from fire
protection. Insurance costs are lower for
homes in low crime and vandalism
areas.
29. Review your homeowner’s insurance
regularly. Drop riders you may have
purchased years ago and no longer need.
30. Ask about discounts. You may receive a
discount if, for example, you buy your
homeowner’s and auto insurance from
the same company.

Change your rating category. Car pool or
use public transportation rather than
driving your car to work. Have a young
driver share the family car rather than
drive his or her own.
Avoid unneeded options. If you have
adequate life, health, and homeowner’s
insurance, you may not need the limited
life, medical payments, and theft
insurance that many companies sell.
Do not buy rental car insurance if your
auto insurance policy protects you.

KEEP YOUR INSURANCE POLICIES UP-TO-DATE
Even if a policy change will result in a higher premium, make sure that you keep your agent
fully informed and up-to-date about the coverage you need. This will reduce the possibility of a
loss that is not covered by your insurance.
Notify your agent if you or a member of your household:
• should no longer be covered on a policy
• gets married or divorced
• moves to a different location
• a border moves into the house
• substantially reduces or increases amount of driving
• buys or sells a car, recreation vehicle, or boat
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DECIDING IF BANKRUPTCY IS AN OPTION FOR YOU
If you find your family overextended and you have
tried financial counseling, budgeting, and reduced
payments and still cannot make headway on the
debts, bankruptcy may become an option worth
investigating.

As you consider bankruptcy, you will have a
number of decisions to make. Assess your situation
to decide if bankruptcy is the best solution to your
debt problem. Then, decide which type of
bankruptcy to file. Below are aspects to consider
when planning debt restructuring, exemptions, and
tax implications:

When you have incurred more debt than you can
reasonably repay, bankruptcy can offer debt relief.
Filing for bankruptcy, however, brings long-term
consequences for your credit rating. It also affects
your creditors.

• Before you decide to declare bankruptcy, examine how you might be able to pay off your
debts. There may be debts you can negotiate.
Other sections in this publication, “Deciding
Which Bills to Pay First” on page 20 and
“Making the Most of What You Have” on page
7 may be helpful.

Bankruptcy Explained
Bankruptcy adjusts the relationship between you as
a debtor and your creditors. Many of your debts will
be forgiven. You are allowed to keep some property,
known as exempt items. The rest of your property is
sold and the money is used to pay off your debts.
Your creditors may receive nothing, a small amount
per dollar owed, or be paid off entirely. The
proceedings take place in federal courts and are
governed by federal law and each geographic
bankruptcy districts’ local rules.

• Exemptions require pre-planning. Consult a
lawyer to help you choose your best options.
• The tax consequences of bankruptcy can vary
dramatically, depending on the way the bankruptcy is structured. Planning before you file for
bankruptcy, with a tax attorney or certified
public accountant, may be money well spent.

Keep in mind bankruptcy is the “ultimate torpedo
to your ship of credit.” Bankruptcy may remain on
your credit record for ten years. If you file
bankruptcy, you may not be able to obtain credit
even for necessary purchases, such as a car. Once
you have filed for bankruptcy, you are not able to
file again for seven years.

There are four provisions in the bankruptcy laws.
Chapter 7 is used most often by people who are
unemployed or very deeply in debt to obtain a
discharge of debt. Chapter 13 is used by people who
have an income. Chapter 11 is for businesses filing
for bankruptcy. A fourth provision, Chapter 12, was
established for farm families to restructure debt.

Bankruptcy no longer carries as much social stigma
as it once did. Yet, many families feel embarrassed
and ashamed about declaring bankruptcy. They
sense hostility from neighbors and business owners
who accuse them of “walking away from their
debts.”

Chapter 7 Bankruptcy
Chapter 7 is a liquidation of non-exempt assets to
pay debts. It is also referred to as straight
bankruptcy. Through a lawyer you petition the
court to have yourself declared unable to pay your
debts.

Deciding to Declare Bankruptcy
If you are considering bankruptcy, contact a lawyer
experienced in bankruptcy proceedings. The lawyer
can help you prepare necessary documents and file
with the court. Discuss attorney and court fees at
the first appointment because costs vary.
Bankruptcy is not free or cheap.

In filing Chapter 7 bankruptcy, most of your
honestly incurred debts-those not incurred by fraud
or intentional harm to another person or property
are canceled (discharged). You receive a fresh start
without worrying about past creditors coming to
you for payment. In exchange, you surrender all
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property not exempt under state or federal law to a
trustee who will divide it among your creditors in
proportion to what you owe.

Chapter 13 Bankruptcy
Chapter 13 is called “Adjustment of Debts of an
Individual with Regular Income.” It is also known as
the debtor-rehabilitation chapter. Under Chapter 13,
the debtor who can make regular payments is given
the opportunity to propose a realistic plan to pay their
creditors over three to five years under the supervision
of a trustee. A spouse without regular income may
file jointly with an income-earning spouse.

As you consider Chapter 7 bankruptcy, take an
inventory of your debts to determine which ones
can be canceled (discharged).
Dischargeable Debts
After Chapter 7 bankruptcy, you would no longer
owe money on:

If you file Chapter 13 bankruptcy, your income is used
to pay part or all of the debts through a plan filed
with the bankruptcy court. The restructured payment
plan must be filed in “good faith” and designed so
that creditors receive at least as much as they would
have under Chapter 7 bankruptcy. Good faith means
that unsecured creditors would receive at least 10%
of their claim.

• credit cards
• retail revolving charges, such as department
store bills
• unsecured loans from banks, credit unions,
savings and loans, and finance companies (an
unsecured loan is one in which no item is
pledged as collateral)

Filing Chapter 13 bankruptcy forces an automatic end
to all your credit and contact with creditors. You are
allowed to keep your property. If you decide to file
Chapter 13 bankruptcy, you will submit all your
disposable income (amount left after you pay your
normal living expenses) to the trustee who pays your
creditors according to the restructured payment plan.

• outstanding hospital or physicians’ bills
• outstanding utility bills
Non-Dischargeable Debts
These are not eliminated by Chapter 7 bankruptcy;
you would still owe the following:

Chapter 11 Bankruptcy
Chapter 11 was designed by Congress to allow
businesses to reorganize their debts and pay what they
can without folding. Unlike Chapter 7, there is usually
no trustee involved in Chapter 11. It was originally
designed for large corporate debtors, but is now
available to partnerships, real estate developers, and
sole proprietors.

• state and federal taxes
• child support required by law
• spousal support (alimony) payments required by
law

Working with creditors, a debtor works out a
restructured payment plan from future earnings of the
business. A plan is approved reorganizing any or all
other business affairs.

• government-backed college loans (only dischargeable in special circumstances)
• debts due to fraud

Chapter 12 Bankruptcy
Chapter 12, established especially for farmers in 1986,
combines some of the requirements of both Chapter
11 and Chapter 13. A farmer is eligible for Chapter
12 bankruptcy if the debts do not exceed $1,500,000.
As with other types of bankruptcy, Chapter 12 keeps
all creditors from taking action against you or your

Exemptions
You will be allowed to keep some of your property
after bankruptcy. If you and your spouse are both filing,
each of you has a set of exemptions.
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property. The farmer is allowed to file a plan for paying
off some debts and discharging others. Creditors must
receive as much as they would have under Chapter 7
bankruptcy.

Do not be afraid to discuss fees. Attorney fees are
usually stated as an hourly charge. The lawyer cannot
give you an exact figure but can estimate a cost range.
Get information about fees in writing.

Fees and Legal Help
A lawyer experienced in bankruptcy proceedings can
give you valuable advice. If you already have a lawyer,
ask about their experience and successes in
bankruptcy cases. If it is not their area of expertise,
ask for a referral. The South Carolina State Bar
Association can refer you to lawyers in your area that
handle bankruptcy cases. Call the South Carolina
Lawyer Referral Service at (800)868-2284. The
L.A.T.I.S. (Legal Aid Telephone Intake Service)
provides information on obtaining free legal services
for limited resource individuals and families. They
can be reached at the following toll-free number (888)
346-5592. The telephone number for the South
Carolina Pro Bono Program is (803) 799-4015. To
hear prerecorded information on legal topics, call the
Law Line toll-free at (800) 521-9788. You can also
call Ask-A-Lawyer at (888) 321-3644 (toll-free) for
answers to specific legal questions. The hours for this
service are Monday through Thursday, 1 PM to 5 PM
and Friday, 9 AM to 12 noon.

After discussing facts and fees, if you are
uncomfortable or lack confidence in the lawyer, get
a different lawyer. Continuing may only lead to more
unhappiness and costs that could be avoided.
In addition to attorney fees, expect to pay bankruptcy
filing fees that range from $185 to $830 depending
on the type of bankruptcy being filed.
Conclusion
A person leaves bankruptcy debt free or with a
significantly reduced debt. Bankruptcy is designed to
give a debtor a fresh start, to change former spending
habits, and a chance to establish sound financial
management. Remember, however, bankruptcy is a
part of your credit record and will affect your future
credit options.

Calling several lawyers and interviewing them before
making your choice may be to your family’s advantage.
Call ahead and see what they will charge for the initial
appointment. (Some may offer a short interview at
no charge.) For further information, request
publication HM 675, “Selecting An Attorney” from
your local county Extension office.
After you select a lawyer, be prepared to give all the
relevant facts. Completely disclosing all your family
assets, debts, and other commitments is essential for
a thorough evaluation.
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COPING WITH STRESS
Unexpected income changes are among the most
stressful events a person can experience.
Unemployment, a disaster, divorce, or the death of
someone you love can be personally devastating
and can trigger the same reactions.

Take Care of Yourself
In order to better cope with stress, keep your body
healthy. Eat balanced meals, get enough sleep, and
exercise regularly.
One approach to coping with stress overload is to
take a break from the stressful situation. Here are
some suggestions:

Personal Crises Are Stressful
In a personal crisis, you may feel tense and angry.
You may have mood swings and find yourself
lashing out at others. Feelings of frustration can
lead to family arguments. You may feel depressed
and discouraged. These feelings may be normal and
common. Other family members usually share some
or all of your emotions, either directly or indirectly.
While sharing your feelings of loss and despair, they
may also have to deal with your depression,
frustration, and anger.

• Take a walk.
• Watch a movie.
• Spend time on yourself - take a long bath or
shower.
• Listen to music.

Allow yourself and other family members to express
feelings. Do not talk about “snapping out of it.”
This denies the seriousness of someone’s feelings. If
you or a family member are having trouble working
through your feelings, see the section in this
publication, “Accepting Your Feelings,” on page 40.

• Work in the yard or garden.
• Work on your favorite hobby, or start a new
one.
• Jog, dance, or participate in some other physical
activity.

A personal crisis may force you to make rapid
changes in your life. It can disrupt your habits and
normal routines and give you too much or not
enough free time. Maintain your daily routines as
much as you possibly can. Try to fill your time in
satisfying and rewarding ways.

Another approach is to take action to reduce excess
muscle tension by using relaxation exercises.
Although relaxation exercises do not get at the
causes of stress overload, they provide a physical
release from tension. Learning to achieve the
relaxation response is a skill that takes practice.
Practice the technique at least twice a day. Follow
these guidelines:

Unemployment may mean you can spend time with
your children, spouse or other family members;
work on household projects that you have not had
time to do; or read up on a topic you have wanted
to learn more about.

• Find a quiet place.
• Get into a comfortable position - lie down on
the floor or sit with uncrossed legs.

Every member of the family feels stress during tough
times. It is vital that you support and communicate
with one another. Some roles and responsibilities
may need to be changed until the crisis is over. Be
flexible and willing to try new things. Studies show
families who meet challenges head on are the most
likely to successfully cope with crises. Change can
be difficult, but all family members need to pull
together during a crisis.

• Breathe easily and naturally.
• Keep muscles loose, limp, and relaxed.
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Mental Vacation. Enjoy the pleasures of a vacation
through your imagination. First, close your eyes and
think of some place where you would like to be.
Then go there in your mind’s eye. You may go alone
or you might imagine being with someone. You may
be quietly watching the sunset, mountain, woods,
or an ocean. Or you may be active in hunting shells
or rocks, hiking, playing some sport or game,
climbing a mountain, or cycling. Enjoy the
experience.

Easy Relaxation Techniques
Deep Breathing. Sit or lie comfortably in a relaxed
position. As you slowly breathe in, let your stomach
expand. Think of it as a balloon filling with air. As
you exhale, let the air out of your “balloon” slowly.
Place your hands on your stomach. You should feel
it rise and fall as you breathe.
Slower Respiration Rate. Slow down your
breathing rate by seeing how few times you can
breathe each 60 seconds. When you begin to get
tense, take a few minutes and simply slow your
breathing down to about three to six breaths per
minute.

When To Get Help
Sometimes things may get so difficult and out of
control that you may need to get professional help.
In every community, resources such as the family
doctor, mental health professionals, support groups,
and clergy exist. They can help you deal with
extreme levels of stress and the physical and
emotional trauma that often accompany them.

Shoulder Exercise. Try to touch your ears with your
shoulders. Hold it for a count of 4. Then let your
shoulders drop. Now rotate each shoulder
separately toward the rear. Do each shoulder 5 to 10
times. Then do both shoulders together.

The following symptoms indicate a need for outside
help:

Massage. Massage the back of your neck,
concentrating on the part that feels tense. Cup your
thumbs at the front of your neck and massage on
both sides of your spinal column, letting your head
fall limply back against your rotating fingers. Use
your fingers to massage around your hairline and
under your jaws and your cheekbones.

• Feeling depressed. (Some signs are crying for no
reason, lack of personal care, feeling as if you
do not want to do anything, fatigue, unreasonable fears, inability to concentrate, change in
appetite.)
• Changing sleeping patterns. (Sleeping constantly, difficulty falling asleep, waking a lot
during the night and too early in the morning.)
• Abusing family members.
• Thinking about suicide.
• Disciplining too harshly.
• Hallucinating (you hear voices or see things
that are not there).
• Considering separation from your spouse.
• Thinking of nothing good to say.
• Drinking excessive amounts of alcohol.
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Before your problems become too big to handle,
find a trained, skilled counselor to help you and
your family cope with this crisis. A family
counselor can help you handle your fears, adjust to
your present situation, and plan adequately for the
future.

• Misusing drugs.
• Feeling guilty, as though you are not being a
good parent to your kids.
• Experiencing isolation. (You do not know
anyone to talk to and you have a strong need
to talk to someone.)

Health insurance may help pay for counseling
costs. Some counselors charge on a sliding scale depending on your ability to pay. Counseling may
also be available from clergy at no charge.

• Making excuses for your situation or lying about
your situation.
• Having attacks when you feel extremely panicky (may also have high pulse rate and difficulty breathing).
• Feeling overwhelmed by life.

(✓) YOUR STRESS SYMPTOMS
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ACCEPTING YOUR FEELINGS
People respond to a personal crisis with many
feelings: anger, anxiety, outrage, self doubt. They
may be hostile - lashing out at those closest to
them. Or, they may become moody and depressed.
Their tension may show up as restlessness, loss of
appetite, loss of interest in sex, insomnia, and
feelings of apathy and exhaustion. While some of
these symptoms may be unpleasant, they are
normal, predictable reactions of people
experiencing a loss or critical change in their lives.

• Look at your reaction to the anger. Was the
behavior justified? Did it increase your stress
level or threaten your relationship with those
around you? If so, look immediately for appropriate ways to discharge your anger. Talk to
others about your feelings, change what you
can about your situation, view it more realistically, or use relaxation techniques to vent your
stress.
• Anger is often fueled by blame. Blaming yourself or others is a way to avoid the real problem.
The energy you spend blaming could be better
spent on working to understand your feelings.

The first step to accepting feelings is to sort out and
identify your feelings. Some feelings - often those
that are painful - may become so buried you may
not even be aware they exist. Recognizing these
strong feelings, understanding why they may be
present, and dealing with them in positive ways are
important. Refusing to accept your feelings can
cause physical and emotional damage.

Damage to Self-Esteem
Feeling good about yourself, or having high selfesteem, is one of the most valuable assets you can
have. Self-esteem develops as we grow from
childhood into adulthood. The love and
acceptance we get from parents, family members,
and friends shapes our self-esteem. It is linked to
how competent and successful we feel.

Reasons For Your Anger
One of the first feelings you will probably identify is
anger. Anger is a powerful emotion that is often
viewed negatively. Unchecked anger can be an
emotional “time bomb” exploding when triggered
by little things such as a glass of spilled milk or a
spouse asking how the job hunt went today.

Having positive feelings about yourself is easier
when things go well. When things take a turn for
the worse, you often lose some of your selfconfidence and begin to doubt yourself.

Looking beyond the anger, you may begin to
uncover many other emotions hidden underneath.
Anger may stem from feelings of failure, being
unappreciated, exploited, manipulated, or
humiliated. Anger may result in feelings of
helplessness, worthlessness, frustration, anxiety,
guilt, fear, or resentment. Once you begin to look at
the variety of feelings behind the anger and to
understand the hidden feelings, you can find ways
to express your feelings in a positive manner.

Whether it is your first experience with tough
times, or you have been there before, you may feel a
sense of loss that extends well beyond losing your
income. Work contributes to your identity. It helps
define who you are and makes you part of a larger
community. Working helps you feel you belong and
are important because you have something to
contribute.

Getting Rid of Your Anger
• Look behind your anger. Remember exactly
where you were when you first felt it. Who was
with you? How did you feel at the time?

In many ways, losing a job or part of your income is
like losing part of yourself. Your lifestyle suddenly
changes. Schedules and routines that controlled a
large part of your time are no longer there. You lose
contact with your support system of co-workers and
friends.

• Ask yourself if your anger is reasonable. Are you
expecting too much from yourself or others?
Are you looking at your situation objectively?

Many unemployed people report going through a
process of grief and mourning in response to a job
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loss. This loss is characterized by stages of denial,
anger, depression, and finally acceptance. With the
help of those around them, most people eventually
work out ways of dealing with their feelings. They
make adjustments that help them recover from
their loss and put it in perspective. Others may find
coping more difficult and may require professional
help.

• Take mental health breaks. Think of ways to
reduce the emotional tension and stress you are
experiencing. Take some time for the things
you enjoy. Include regular physical exercise in
your daily routine to help you work off your
worries and help your overall well-being.
• Make the most of your time. Do not get in the
habit of sleeping late or spending your time in
front of the television. How many times in the
past have you wished you had more time to
spend with your kids, to work on projects
around the house, visit friends, go fishing, or
catch up on some reading? When stress is high
and you are feeling down, you may not be in
the mood to try new things. But these feelings
do not last forever. Once you have worked
them through, put your time to good use.
Working on projects, starting a hobby, or doing
volunteer work can help you feel more productive and may lead to new employment opportunities.

Understanding Your Feelings
If you are not used to thinking about your feelings,
identifying them during this stressful period may be
difficult. The following activity may help you
recognize and accept your feelings.
Use Worksheet 6, on page 42 to list feelings you
may have experienced since your life situation
changed. As you read over the list, think about
which feelings you have experienced and when you
experienced them.
Remember, it is okay to have these feelings. They
are all natural reactions to a difficult situation.
Recognizing their existence and accepting them is
important to your physical and mental health.

• Evaluate your situation. If it looks like your
situation may be permanent, shift gears and
begin looking for other types of work. You may
want to get help analyzing your skills and
finding out about any additional training that
can help you qualify for another job or career.
Doing this before your benefits run out can
increase your prospects for reemployment.

Steps to Accepting Your Feelings
• Recognize your feelings; do not try to ignore them.
Although it is sometimes painful, confronting
your feelings and looking realistically at your
situation are important steps in the coping
process.

• Recognize the need for professional help. The
feelings associated with a job loss are very
powerful and may be difficult to deal with on
your own. Talking to a trained professional can
help you work through your feelings and restore
your self-esteem.

• Talk with your family. The feelings you have may
be shared by other family members. By talking
about your feelings, you can help each other
express, vent, and accept these feelings in
constructive ways. Together you can provide
support and reassurance to one another that
can help build more positive self-esteem.
• Talk with others. Do not keep your feelings
bottled up inside. Talking to others who have
been or who are in similar situations can
provide needed support. By discussing your
feelings, you will find you are not alone.
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Worksheet 6
Thinking About Your Feelings
As a result of your personal situation,
which of these feelings did you
experience?
Frustration
Worthlessness
Loneliness
Anger
Depression
Hate
Fear
Resentment
Happiness
Anxiety
Guilt
Love
Sadness
Relief
Others:
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When did you feel this way?

TEACHING CHILDREN COPING SKILLS
Children are capable of learning and utilizing
coping skills that will help them through difficult
situations. Adults frequently become so
preoccupied they forget that tough times have an
emotional as well as a financial impact on their
children. Children depend on their parents for
emotional security. When parents are tense, upset,
and inattentive, it disrupts the flow of normal
activities.

them and allows them to openly express feelings.
Sometimes a person can find a solution or discover
the sources of stress through talking. The listener
should not feel obligated to advise, analyze, or have
all the answers. Listening and responding with
concern and understanding may be all the help that
is needed.
Open communication within the family is vital to
good relationships. During stressful times we
frequently need people outside the family willing to
listen when we need to vent our feelings. In some
families, listening without judging is difficult
because we want to help, but have strong feelings
and opinions. Taking the extra effort to actively
listen is important.

Losing a job or income affects all members of the
family. It can mean sudden lifestyle changes for the
entire family. There is less money to spend, so
decisions must be made on how to spend what is
there. It may mean other family members must find
jobs. It may also reduce the time available for
family members to spend together.

Communication Tips
• Be sensitive to nonverbal communication.
Clenched fists, fidgeting, eye movements, and
other body language can suggest totally different meanings for what is said.

Unemployment can mean a parent is home more,
which might call for adjusting schedules and space.
It may involve a move for the family.
Whatever changes tough times bring, all family
members feel the impact. Communicating these
feelings and concerns, as a family, is important.

• Avoid “you” statements. They can stifle communication. Sentences that begin with “you”
can sound like accusations.

Family Communication
Communication has two parts - talking and
listening. Each must occur for communication to be
successful. Active listening is essential to
understanding the speaker’s experience, feelings,
and point of view.

• Share your feelings with “I” statements. “I”
statements build trust in the relationship. They
give you ownership for what is said. The model
for this type of communication is:
1. Begin: “I feel”
2. Name situation: “when you”
3. Tell how you are affected: “because”
4. State what you would like to see in
the future: “from now on please”

As families undergo changes in their lives, they
need to talk about them. This includes adults and
children. People who are not ashamed to express
fears, anxieties, and sorrows, and seek help from
others, deal with crisises the most successfully.
Children who learn this at a young age will be more
likely to cope with stress as adults. Being able to
discuss and vent angry feelings can help keep those
feelings from creating more severe problems, such
as emotional difficulties, family violence, or alcohol
abuse.

An example might be:
“I feel angry when I get home and find the
dishes undone because it makes the place
look so messy. In the future, would you
please put the dishes in the dishwasher?”
Give feedback or clarify what is said. Ask
questions such as “Do you mean...?” “I
understood you to say...”

Listening is as important as talking. Everyone needs
someone to listen to them - someone who supports
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Tips for Parents
Even though you feel overwhelmed with your own
problems, as a parent you can help your children
cope with the stress. Here is a list of tips for helping
children cope:

no-cost activities that family members enjoy.
Visit nearby museums, hike, bike, camp, or play
board games. Let the children suggest activities.
If older children can find jobs to supplement family
income, decide as a family how their money will be
used. Decide whether it will cover their clothing
and recreation expenses or whether they will
contribute to food, shelter, and other expenses.

• You can help your children best by first helping
yourself. Try to gain control of your own stress;
then you are ready to help your children cope.
• Provide your children with information about
your family’s situation in a way that is within
the child’s understanding. Do not keep the
income loss a secret from children and other
family members, despite the urge to spare them
or “save face.”

Family communication and coping skills have a
great impact on how your family deals with tough
times.
Helping Children Cope with Stress
Parents should encourage verbal expressions of
anger and talk with children. After all, helping
them cope with
stress is important
in helping them
become capable
and caring adults
in spite of
adversity. Here are
some tips to
remember.

• Recognize symptoms of stress that may affect
your children: sleeplessness, diarrhea, withdrawal, headaches, and/or angry outbursts.
Encourage the child to share feelings and fears.
If you feel ineffective in helping your children
manage stress, talk to the children’s teacher, a
school psychologist, clergy member, or contact
a mental health professional.
• Promote balanced diets, get adequate rest, and
plenty of exercise to guard against health
problems.

• Talk with
children about
their feelings
and concerns.

• Try to keep other major changes to a minimum.
Too many changes at once can be overwhelming. However, some changes are unavoidable,
such as a move, so try to keep the changes in
perspective.

• Allow children
to have their feelings and listen to them.
• Let children know that you are afraid or nervous sometimes too.

• Help your children focus on the positive aspects
of their lives. Look at family and personal
strengths and draw on talents and contributions of all family members. Recognize these
contributions, no matter how small.

• Be honest with children about what is going on.
• Teach children relaxation exercises to use when
they feel tense.

• Hold a family discussion on how the income
loss affects money available for extra activities
and allowances. Talk about family spending
priorities. Discuss how each person will help
control family spending.

• Love, hug, and be direct with children.
• Help children use their imagination to think
positively.

• Spend family time together doing low-cost or

• Praise children for accomplishments and efforts.
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HELPING MOM OR DAD
• Think about ways to stretch the money your
family does have - sew or mend clothing,
garden, baby-sit for younger brothers and
sisters, prepare meals, etc.

Sometimes through no fault of their own, parents
find themselves without a job or with lower
incomes. A factory may close, sales may be down,
or their health may fail. Whatever the cause, tough
times affect everyone in the family.

Here are some ways you can help your family save
on bills. Even little things help:

Unemployment may mean less money, more stress,
and schedule changes. Your parents may behave
like different people. The anger and frustration
they feel may come out in ways you have trouble
understanding. Mom may yell about things that
would not have bothered her before. Or Dad may
not pay attention when you are talking.

• Turn off the lights, television, stereo, and
curling iron when not in use.
• Make fewer long distance phone calls and keep
them short.

During tough times, parents are worried about
paying the bills and finding a new job. They also
may be feeling angry about losing their job. Talking
can help. Take time to talk to your parents and
brothers and sisters about the changes taking place.
Listen to what they have to say.

• Take shorter showers to cut down on the hot
water used.

Sometimes you may feel alone and worried about
what is happening to your family. Angry outbursts,
depression, or abuse of alcohol are all examples of
serious problems that can occur in families. These
problems may require outside help. Your school
counselor, teacher, minister, doctor, or neighbor
can help you find the support you need. Do not
hesitate to talk to them.

• Do not stand with the refrigerator door open
while deciding what to eat.

Ways You Can Help
You are growing and changing so fast that your
parents may not understand what you are capable
of doing. Here are some things you can do when
money is short:

• Use less shampoo - only enough to clean the
hair (too much lather is wasteful).

• Hang your clothes up after wearing so they will
not need to be washed and dried as often and
will last longer.

• Drink water, milk, and juices, which are
healthier and can be less expensive than soda.
• Turn off water while brushing your teeth, turn
on (small stream) for rinsing.

• Buy generic brands of personal care products.
• Do not waste school supplies - when possible,
use both sides of paper.

• Think about things you have been spending
money on that you can do without - movies,
magazines, music, gas, sodas, etc.

• Do not be wasteful with food.
• Ride your bike or walk to places whenever
possible.

• Think about ways to earn money - baby-sitting,
pet sitting, mowing lawns, delivering papers,
etc.

• Give gifts to friends and family of your time and
energy rather than money.
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Here are some things you can do to help relieve
stress and tension at home:

• Be generous with your time.
• Keep a good sense of humor.

• Think about the things you do that make other
people in your family angry. Find ways to avoid
doing those things.

• Be enthusiastic about trying new ideas.
• If a task needs to be done and you can do it, do
it; it will be appreciated.

• Do extra chores; help out without being asked.
• Clean up after yourself.

• Treat your family with kindness. Be courteous
using “please and thank you” generously.

• Avoid picking fights.
• Accept your parents decisions in a positive
manner.

• Spend time caring for younger brothers/sisters.
• Share your possessions and school supplies with
other family members.

Remember, no matter what your age, there are
things you can do to help at home during tough
times.
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Information taken from Getting Through Tough Times, written by Lois Smith and Charlotte Crawford,
Illinois Cooperative Extension Service. Adapted with permission for South Carolina by Nancy M. Porter,
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